Adaptive Release – Review Status

Review Status can be enabled for any content item or folder. This will add a Mark Reviewed button to the student view of the content. Students can click this button to indicate they have reviewed the item. Review status can be used as a criterion for release of other content within the course. (e.g. Students can be required to review the syllabus before the Chapter One folder is presented to them).

Once you have enabled review status, a Mark Reviewed button appears below the item. When a student clicks on this button, it changes to Reviewed.

Instructors can check the review status of individual items for each student from the Adaptive Release and Review Status: User Progress pages. From the Performance Dashboard area, instructors can view adaptive release status for all items and students in the course.

1) Locate the item or folder to which you want to add an adaptive release rule, and click on the drop down arrows.

2) Click Set Review Status.

3) Select Enable.

4) Click Submit.